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One of the unrealized promises of Building Information Modeling (BIM) has been integrated energy analysis.
Autodesk Revit® 2013 software brings us one step closer to modeling every building, every time. The Autodesk
360 Energy Analysis for Revit® service, powered by Autodesk® Green Building Studio® software, is the
perfect tool to optimize load and energy calculations in project workflow. Full energy analysis does not require
recreating an architectural model’s project geometry. Your firm can deliver better performing buildings, faster.

Learning Objectives
At the end of this class, you will be able to:


Properly define spaces, which are the building block of energy analysis



Properly define thermal properties in the Revit® model



Determine when a surface is treated as a heat transfer boundary



Explain how the analytical model is exported to Green Building Studio

About the Speaker
In October Alex left BIM consulting and returned to industry, moving to SmithGroupJJR in
Washington D.C. He enjoys being back in a creative project-based environment. While at
IMAGINiT technologies he led Revit MEP implementations in the United States, Canada, and
Singapore. He spent March of 2012 presenting at IMAGINiT’s Autodesk University replication
held in Sydney, Adelaide, Melbourne and Brisbane. Australia marks the fifth continent Alex has
worked in.
Before joining IMAGINiT Alex was a Mechanical Project Manager at Edwards & Zuck NY.
While there, he worked on a wide range of projects including core and shell design for the
International Gem Tower in Midtown Manhattan, multiple Deloitte office sites nationwide, and
multiple floors at 200 Park Avenue.
He has helped author the Ascent Revit MEP 2011 and 2012 courseware. He holds a BS in
mechanical engineering from The University of Virginia.
Email: alex.mccarthy@smithgroupjjr.com
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Introduction
Revit® MEP is the market leading BIM tool. However, it functions remarkably well as a drafting
tool and many early users conflate these two functionalities. After years of Revit® MEP trainings
at over 60 firms one of the most successful metaphors I found to explain the fundamental
difference between modeling and annotating is the John Madden pen.
That’s right, think back to a distant world of Monday Night Football. Remember a world before
the iPad, before glowing first down lines and on field advertisements. One man had the enviable
power to scribble yellow lines on the TV screen. No one ever thought that those lines could stop
a break away touchdown. An X never missed a tackle and O’s never sacked Joe Montana. The
game, the players, and the action are on the field. Annotations are specific to the…View.
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In a BIM environment it is almost always preferable to embed information with the players on
the field in Model Objects. Remember the first time you linked in an architectural model and
wondered what happened to all the views? They were gone. Architectural Worksets were
embedded (like all other parameters visible but not editable) but could no longer be used to
control visibility (yet another reminder that Worksets are not intended to control visibility). But
the game on the field, it is exactly the same.

Data lives with physical objects that someone will install in a finished building. How big is that
duct? Measure the duct. Is that interior or exterior? I don’t know, which one did you measure?
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Once a user owns that concept the BIM workflow starts to click. Until we get to Spaces. Spaces
are not tactile constructed building components. They are the result of a finished building.
Spaces store information that pertains to occupied areas of a finished building and
aggregate data arose multiple model objects.

Properly defined spaces are the building block of energy analysis

Spaces hold the surface area, volume, glazing area, and directional information. Shown here
are four different ways to view space properties. Resist the temptation to add Space
Parameters. First try to calculate or tease that data from previously specified information.
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MEP Spaces are distinct from Architectural Rooms which facilitates workflow in a linked
environment. Parameter copy tools such as the IMAGINiT Space Update can read Room name
and number and populate Space name and Number.
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Properly define thermal properties in the Revit® model
This task became much more integrated in 2013 as thermal properties were included in the
default material properties of the Wall System Family.
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This is the first step to unifying the divide between engineers who view the envelope as a Uvalue and architects who view the skin as an aesthetic creation. The correct answer is that a
wall is both. One function cannot exist without the other; the design team needs to anticipate the
construction as a whole. This means that in an integrated firm like SmithGroupJJR our
engineers can review Wall Assemblies that are in our Architectural Template and feel confident
that the thermal properties are properly defined.

Determine when a surface is treated as a heat transfer boundary
Spaces have a property that is defined in the Heating and Cooling Load dialog that uses the
presence of adjacent spaces to assign surface types. This property is called “Sliver Space
Tolerance”
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Trying to get the software to properly identify proper boundary definitions is an iterative process
of adjusting this tolerance and manipulating the model elements that make up the room
boundary. In a combined model these properties can be directly modified. In a linked
environment many MEP users end up taking the Architectural model and saving-as to create a
definition of building geometry that they have complete control of. This method saves time and
reduces errors but going forward program changes must be manualy reconciled.
Air gaps are formed when model objects disrupt the Analytical Surface of a Space. The best
procedure for removing them involves converting soffits and other architectural protrusions that
are not modeled in other analysis packages to Non Room Bounding elements.
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New to Revit® 2013: Architectural Rooms can be exported, just like Spaces, using the gbxml
protocol.

Rooms or Spaces, the surfaces that show up in the analytical model viewer, are the surfaces
that will be used for Revit® internal load calculations or transferred to other analysis packages.
Exterior walls will see thermal gradients matching the delta of interior set point temperature and
exterior weather file.

Explain how the analytical model is exported to Green Building Studio
Gbxml is an open schema < http://www.gbxml.org/> exchange format for geometric data. This
step has been, and is, the stumbling block for truly integrated BIM energy molding. Massaging
the gbxml file has proved more time consuming that starting an energy model from scratch. As
previously mentioned the energy modeler often finds that the linked environment does not offer
sufficient control or flexibility and breaks from the construction document BIM entirely. The
integration of thermal properties into material construction within Revit® 2013 is a big step
forward. There is also renewed funding from the DOE to improve BIM interoperability
<https://www.carmelsoft.com/About/PressRelease_View.aspx?ID=69>.As shown Green
Building Studio uses 8760 hourly weather data and produces the three reports prescribed for
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LEED submission (Building Energy Performance, Building Utility Performance, and Energy
Cost).

However, to my knowledge, Green Building Studio has not been used in a LEED Certification
submission.
Demo of Green Building Studio < https://gbs.autodesk.com>

Review and conclusion
Myriad pieces are falling into place to facilitate integrated BIM energy analysis. We know that no
matter which software package you use for analysis Spaces/Rooms will be the basis of building
geometry forming the foundation of any energy model.
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